Abstract
Introduction
hclust (*, "complete") as.dist(distMat) (b) Tree representing the evolutionary relationships between the related sequences. The color code is the same as in (a). Information concerning positions i and j is reported on the left and on the right, respectively. The red dots and dotted grey lines indicate the levels where S and G appeared at positions i and j and remained conserved thereafter. The associated subtrees are highlighted by grey rectangles. The stars indicate the closest sequences to the query displaying the S-to-T mutation at i (left, in blue), the S-to-A mutation at i (left, in green) and the G-to-V mutation at j (right, in orange). (c) Workflow of the method applied on the third PDZ domain of PSD95 (DLG4). The color strip on top gives conservation levels computed for the query sequence q. Positions highlighted by arrows are highly conserved. A homologous sequence s is displayed below, with its mutations highlighted in red. The second color strip indicates the squared conservation levels for the positions of the mutations. The two matrices give the predicted effects and normalized predicted effects, respectively, for all possible substitutions at all positions in q.
over all reconstructed trees to get statistically significant estimates. We then use them to compare 134 mutations occurring at the same position, and to compare different positions.
135
To compare different mutations at a given position, we introduce the notion of evolutionary fit.
136
It reflects the amount of changes required to accommodate a mutation over the entire sequence.
137 sequence in the evolutionary tree. Our working hypothesis is that the more distant these sequences,
139
the more deleterious the mutation. For the sake of simplicity, let us consider two mutations at 140 position i, namely S-to-T and S-to-A, which we want to compare, and see how they are associated 141 to changes at another position j (Figure 1a) . While the S-to-T mutation is sometimes associated 142 to the wild-type G at j (sequences in blue), the S-to-A mutation is systematically accompanied by a 143 mutation at j (namely G-to-V, sequences in green). Since position j is much more conserved than i,
144
this will result in sequences bearing S-to-A at i being much further away in the tree, with respect to 145 the query, than sequences bearing S-to-T at i (Figure 1b , compare the locations of the green and 146 blue sequences). Intuitively, this observation suggests that it will be more difficult for the query to 147 accommodate A compared to T at position i, and hence that S-to-A will be more deleterious than 148 S-to-T. We can easily generalize this reasoning over two positions to the whole sequence. For this, we 149 define an evolutionary distance between the query q and some sequence s which explicitly accounts
150
for the conservation degrees of all variable positions between q and s (see Methods and Figure 1c ).
151
For each studied mutation, we look for the closest sequence to q displaying that mutation, and we 152 use its evolutionary distance to estimate the minimal evolutionary fit associated to the mutation. We 153 combine evolutionary fits with site-independent frequencies calculated using a reduced amino acid 154 alphabet to get more precise estimates (see Methods).
155
Then, to be able to compare mutations occurring at different positions, we rely on the hypothesis 156 that more conserved positions will be more sensitive to any mutation than less conserved positions.
157
To implement this idea, we re-weight the predicted mutational effects by the evolutionary conser- and the starred green sequence on the left), the former will be predicted as more deleterious than 164 the latter because position j is much more conserved than position i.
165
GEMME's predictive model globally accounts for epistasis by explicitly looking at the whole 166 sequence context when assessing the effect of a particular mutation. It is applicable to single site 167 mutations and also to combinations of mutations (see Methods).
168 GEMME predicts mutational outcomes better than state-of-the-art meth-169 ods, especially for viral sequences 170 We assessed GEMME's predictive power against experimental measures collected from 41 high- β-lactamase, with a correlation of 0.74 (Fig. 2a) . Compared with the state-of-the-art methods
176
DeepSequence and EVmutation, GEMME performs equally well or better (Fig. 2a) . Namely, its to DeepSequence and ∆ρ = 0.1 compared to EVmutation. The input alignments for these proteins 183 display a very low degree of diversity, with more than 60% of sequences sharing more than 60%
184
of identity with the query sequence (Fig. 3, underlined proteins) . More generally, the lower the 185 diversity of the input alignment, the higher the improvement of GEMME over the two other methods
186
( Fig. 3) . Consequently, GEMME presents a clear advantage over DeepSequence and EVmutation
187
when the diversity of the available sequence data is low or very low. 
Epistasis helps discriminate between rather frequent mutations

189
To compare different mutations occurring at the same position, GEMME's model combines two 190 contributions, namely the minimal evolutionary fit required to accommodate each mutation and the
Proportion of sequences
Δρ GEMME-DEEP Δρ GEMME-EVmut site-independent manner. If a mutation is rare and appears far away in the evolutionary tree, then 194 both terms will be high and the mutation will be predicted as deleterious. On the contrary, if a 195 mutation is frequent and found in sequences very close to the query, both terms will be small and 196 hence, the predicted impact of the mutation will be small. The two terms will disagree in case of a 197 rare mutation appearing in a sequence very similar to the query, or in case of a frequent mutation 198 appearing only in highly divergent sequences. By default, GEMME puts a higher weight on the 199 epistatic term (see Methods).
200
We systematically assessed the predictive power of each contribution taken separately (see Meth- contributions, but while the epistatic term is the best one for the bacterial methyltransferase ( Fig.   212 4a, on the left), the most accurate predictions for the viral NS5A are issued from the independent 213 term (Fig. 4a, on the right) . In the first case, a lot of mutations are rather frequent in the input 214 alignment (Fig. 4b, on increases, so does the gain of the epistatic contribution over the independent one (Fig. 4b, 
232
In GEMME's predictions, this average is strongly correlated to the position's degree of conservation
233
( Supplementary Fig. S1 ). This is expected as GEMME re-weights positions according to their specific sensitivities to mutations that are only slightly less accurate than the averages computed 238 from GEMME's full predicted matrices (Fig. 5a ). This indicates that our conservation measure is 239 already a good indicator of the extent to which a position will be sensitive to mutations. Importantly,
240
this holds true even when the variability of the available sequence data is low. This means that we are 241 able to capture meaningful signals in contexts where the content of information is poor. Moreover,
242
our conservation measure compares well with the predictions issued by DeepSequence and EVmuta-243 tion (Fig. 5a) . In several cases, it better reflects experimentally determined mutational sensitivities 244 than the averages computed from these predictions (Fig. 5a , points highlighted in blue). Figure 5: Analysis of GEMME's parameters and computing time. (a) Differences in position rank correlation between the evolutionary conservation degrees computed by GEMME and the mutational effects predicted by GEMME, DeepSequence and EVmutation. Each points stands for a scan. Positive and negative differences are highlighted in blue and red, respectively. (b) Ranges of rank correlation obtained when varying the relative importance of GEMME's independent and epistatic contributions. Each vertical segment corresponds to a deep mutational scan (same order as in Fig. 2) . The red dot indicates the correlation obtained with GEMME's default model, where the epistatic term is assigned a weight of 0.6 (and 0.4 for the independent term, see Methods). The black dash indicates the best performance achieved by the independent or epistatic contribution alone. The blue thick segments highlight the range of values obtained when varying the epistatic term's weight between 0.5 and 0.8 (see also Supplementary Fig. S2 and S3) . (c) Amino acid grouping preferences observed in GEMME's best performing models (parameters optimized for each scan). The color code goes from white (grouping never observed) to red (grouping observed for all scans). The amino acids are ordered so as to highlight the reduced alphabet used by default in GEMME.
(d) Computing times of EVmutation and GEMME (in seconds, with logarithmic scales).
GEMME's results are robust and its model is transferable to other pro-
To assess the generalizability of GEMME's model, we systematically evaluated the influence of its 248 two main parameters on the quality of the predictions. The first parameter is the relative importance
249
given to the epistatic and independent contributions. We observed that our default model, where 250 the epistatic contribution is given more weight, systematically achieves similar or better correlation
251
with experiments than each contribution taken alone (Fig. 5b , compare red dots and black dashes).
252
In cases where the independent contribution performs better than the epistatic one, combining the 253 two leads to only slightly lower performances. Moreover, varying the relative weights of the two 254 terms around their default values has a very small impact on the quality of the predictions in most 255 of the cases (Fig. 5b, blue segments) . The second degree of freedom is the choice of the amino 256 acid alphabet. GEMME relies on similarities between amino acids rather than identities to compute Fig. S4a) . Moreover, the amino acid grouping preferences exhibited 266 by the best performing models are in good agreement with the alphabet chosen by default (Fig. 5c ).
267
This analysis shows that our results are robust to parameter changes and that our choices lead to 268 predictions whose quality is close to the best one can hope for within GEMME's framework. This is 269 true overall and on most of the scans studied here, which makes us confident that our default model 270 is directly transferable to other proteins.
271
GEMME is faster than DeepSequence and EVmutation by several orders
of magnitudes
273
To be applicable at large scale, computational scans should be fast. Given the input sequence 274 data, it takes less than 10 minutes, on a single-core processor, for GEMME to generate any of the (Fig. 5d) . By comparison, EVmutation requires several days 278 of computation to deal with the biggest proteins of the dataset. Overall, GEMME is faster than
279
EVmutation by a factor ranging between 19 and 1 072 (Supplementary Table S2 ). It should be 280 stressed that EVmutation disregards some positions and some sequences from the input alignment 281 while GEMME does not. DeepSequence is expected to be even more computationally expensive.
282
Training one deep latent model on the β-lactamase family and computing the predictions required has to be multiplied by 5 to obtain results similar to those reported in [3] . GEMME took only 285 about 1 minute to treat the same protein on a single-core processor ( Fig. 5d and Supplementary teraction networks, a field that needs to expand in the coming years.
328
Methods
329
GEMME's workflow
330
The GEMME (Global Epistatic Model for predicting Mutational Effects) method takes as input 331 a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) in FASTA format, with the query sequence appearing on top.
332
First, evolutionary conservation levels are computed using JET [22] . Then, GEMME predicts the 
Homologous sequences retrieval and selection
337
The user can ask GEMME to compute conservation levels directly on the input MSA. Alternatively, 338 GEMME will automatically launch a PSI-BLAST [27] search to retrieve up to 5 000 sequences related 339 to the query. Then, a number of selection criteria will be applied to filter the set of related sequences.
340
By default, sequences redundant with the query (>98% identity) or too far (<20% identity), too small 341 (<80% coverage), too gapped (>10% of the size of the alignment) or not significant enough (e-value 342 ≥10 −5 ) are removed. If the number of remaining sequences is too low (<100), the selection criteria 343 are progressively relaxed as described in [22] . All parameters are adjustable by the user.
344
Evolutionary conservation levels (T JET )
345
The calculation of evolutionary conservation levels relies on a Gibbs-like sampling of the filtered 346 set of related sequences [22] . Sequences are classified into four groups, depending on the degree appeared and remained conserved thereafter (see [22] for a more precise definition). Let us recall that this definition of evolutionary trace is notably different from the measure defined by Lichtarge
354
and co-authors to rank protein residues [20, 21] .
355
This procedure is repeated N times and the tree trace levels are averaged over the N trees to get 356 more statistically significant values, which we denote relative trace significances, or T JET , and which 357 are expressed as [22] : 
363
JET 2 was launched in its iterative mode: the procedure described above was repeated 10 times and 364 the maximum conservation value obtained over the 10 runs was retained for each residue.
365
Predicted effects: comparison of mutations occurring at the same position
366
To compare mutations occurring at the same position, GEMME combines two contributions. The 367 first one is termed epistatic and corresponds to the minimal evolutionary fit required to accommodate 368 the mutation of interest. The second one is termed independent and reflects the relative frequency 369 of occurrence of the mutation. Hence, the predicted effect of a mutation X-to-Y at position i is 370 expressed as:
where P E Epi (Y i ) and P E Ind (Y i ) are the values of the epistatic and independent contributions (defined 372 below), respectively. The term min 1,
scales the value of the epistatic contribution 
376
It corresponds to the extreme case where all non-gapped sequences at position k display the wild-377 type amino acid. It is used as a multiplying factor here so as to be able to combine the predictions Supplementary Table S3 ).
HNQDE, RK (LZ-BL-7 in
Epistatic contribution (P E
Epi )
383
The evolutionary relationships between all the sequences in the input MSA can be represented by 384 a tree, which is not explicitly computed here. The topology of that tree is implicitly reflected by 385 the T JET values, which were computed and averaged over many small trees. We illustrate this by 386 considering 2 positions i and j at which the query sequence q displays S and G, respectively (Fig.   387   1a-b) . Position i is lowly conserved (T JET =0.2) while position j is highly conserved (T JET =0.8).
388
This implies that q belongs to a smaller subtree of sequences displaying S at position i (Fig. 1b, on   389 the left, dark grey rectangle), and to a bigger subtree of sequences displaying G at position j (Fig.   390 1b, on the right, light grey rectangle).
391
To estimate how close some sequence s is from the query sequence q, we define the evolutionary
where n is the length of q, X (Fig. 1c, second color strip) .
397
To assess the effect of a mutation X-to-Y at position i in q, we select the subset S Y i of sequences 398 displaying the mutation, and look for the sequence within S Y i being the closest to q. The resulting 399 minimal evolutionary distance estimates how far from q one has to go in the tree to observe a sequence 400 bearing Y at i. Hence, the predicted effect of mutation Y at position i, P E Epi (Y i ), is expressed as:
To avoid bias due to the presence of a peculiar sequence or of an alignment error in the MSA,
402
we require that there exists at least one sequence different from the closest one and at a similar 
where the sums are computed over all positions except i, as the contribution of i cancels out. Conse- 
Independent contribution (P E
Ind )
422
This contribution focuses only on the position where the mutation occurs. Hence, the effect of a 423 substitution X-to-Y at positions i will be estimated as:
where as:
where P E(Y i ) can be epistatic or independent. The normalization will result in highly conserved than that to the closest sequence displaying V at position j (Fig. 1b , on the right, orange star).
439
Nevertheless, the normalization step will result in mutation G-to-V at j being predicted as more 440 deleterious than mutation S-to-A at i since position j is far more conserved than position i.
Extended global epistatic model for multiple mutations
442
We extended the global epistatic model to deal with combinations (pairs, triplets...) of mutations.
443
The normalized predicted effect of a given combination of p mutations is expressed as:
Parameters set up 445 To determine the default value of α and the default reduced amino acid alphabet scheme, we sys- and for 164 reduced alphabets (see below and Supplementary Table S3 ). For each combination
448
(α,alphabet), we computed its mean squared displacement from the best performing combination.
449
Among the 5 combinations displaying the lowest mean squared displacements, we chose the combi- 
Rank correlation
Figure S1: Rank correlations between GEMME's predicted position-specific mutational sensitivities and evolutionary conservation levels. Viral proteins are highlighted in orange. Weight of the epistatic contribution Spearman rank correlation Figure S3 : Distributions of Spearman rank coefficients. For each value of the epistatic contribution weight, the boxplot gives the distribution of ρ computed against experimental measurements for the 164 tested reduced amino acid alphabet. The red dot corresponds to the LZ-BL-7 alphabet, used by default in GEMME. Viral proteins are highlighted in orange. Figure S4 : Comparison of predictive performances. GEMME's best model, determined for each scan, is compared with GEMME's default model (a), DeepSequence (b) and EVmutation's epistatic model (c). Spearman rank correlation coefficients ρ were computed between predicted and experimental measures for 35 experiments corresponding to 34 proteins.
